The “Good Guy Award” was awarded to this guy as a result of his pleasant interactions with the local media in Detroit. After attempting to save a pizza from falling off a seat, this guy lost control of his vehicle and crashed. In response, Digiorno gave this guy a free year’s supply of pizza. This guy is not Steve Hutchinson, but he was offered a seven year, forty-nine million dollar contract with the “poison pill” that the contract would be fully guaranteed if he played five games in one season in Minnesota. For ten points, remember this guy, a wide receiver who returned punts and played for the Minnesota Vikings, Seattle Seahawks, and Detroit Lions?
Answer: Nate Burleson

When I umpired a baseball game for this guy's son, this guy complained that his son’s opponent was wearing white jerseys despite being the higher seed, and he demanded that they change. A tweet from this guy's unverified Twitter account states, “I am the elbow of Damocles” and, fittingly, was suspended for fifteen games after he elbowed Ryan McDonagh in the head from behind. He was controversially not suspended for his most famous cheap shot, a blind side hit to the head of a Boston Bruins center in 2010. For ten points, remember this guy, an agitator who spent the majority of his career with the Vancouver Canucks and ended Marc Savard's career?
Answer: Matt Cooke

This guy wore a “rally thong” during a 2010 postseason run, and when he began slumping the next year, fans sent him thongs in the mail. In 2008, he called Baltimore a “horseshit town” in comparison to the city where he previously played. He sprained his knee while jumping over a dugout railing to celebrate Matt Cain's perfect game, and in Game 4 of the 2010 World Series, he hit a game-winning home run off Tommy Hunter to defeat the Texas Rangers. Although he had career low statistics in 2011, he helped the San Francisco Giants win another World Series in 2012. For ten points, remember this guy, a long time Devil Ray who played five positions?
Answer: Aubrey Huff

When this guy was fifteen years old, Shaquille O’Neal challenged him to a wrestling match, in which this guy picked him up and body-slammed him to the ground. In Game 4 of the 2009 Eastern Conference Finals, this guy made a buzzer beater to defeat the Orlando Magic, and in his rookie year, he got significant playing time after
Kendrick Perkins got hurt, in which he played alongside Kevin Garnett. That year, this guy won the NBA Finals in six games over the Los Angeles Lakers. For ten points, remember this “Big Baby” who played for the Clippers, Magic, and Celtics?
Answer: Glen Davis

In late 2014, this guy’s unverified Twitter account tweeted “Even with this ebola scare, I will never stop letting people shit in my mouth.” In Game 5 of the 1999 NLCS, this player retired four batters after Mets fans threw batteries at him when he entered the game. In a now infamous interview with Jeff Pearlman, this guy said “I’m not a racist or prejudiced person, but certain people bother me,” and “the biggest thing I don’t like about New York are the foreigners.” For ten points, remember this Atlanta Braves closer who imagined “having to take the 7 Train to the ballpark looking like you're riding through Beirut next to some kid with purple hair” in a Sports Illustrated article.
Answer: John Rocker

This guy holds the Pro Bowl record for the longest touchdown pass, a 92 yard completion to Yancy Thigpen. In college, this guy quarterbacked East Carolina to a #9 ranking and finished 6th in voting for the 1991 Heisman. He's not Kyle Orton, but this guy was signed by the Bears to back up Rex Grossman. His best years came with the Cincinnati Bengals in the 1990s, where he was given the nickname “shake and [this guy's last name].” For ten points, remember this guy, a journeyman starting quarterback with a cool last name?
Answer: Jeff Blake

This guy landed a vicious uppercut on a horse after it almost trampled his six year old son. This guy currently farms apples and cherries in his home country after he briefly pursued a kickboxing career, in which his prominent tattoos of Chetnik leaders garnered worldwide attention. He was compared to “manna from heaven” after one team traded Brian Cardinal to acquire him. In an interview with Sports Illustrated, Don Nelson said that he would have coached the Timberwolves if David Kahn had not prefered this guy to his backup, Nikola Pekovic. For ten points, remember this guy who was selected by the Detroit Pistons with the second overall pick in the 2003 NBA Draft?
Answer: Darko Milicic (accept one profanity before this guy’s name if the person answering is from Minnesota)
This guy has a tattoo of Vytius, the white knight who appears on the Lithuanian coat of arms. In September 2018, this guy was robbed at gunpoint in his house. This guy sued his employer after he contracted a staph infection in 2008 due to poor sanitary practices, and that team, the Cleveland Browns, paid him a confidential settlement. This guy’s most notable reception occurred on a short crossing pattern in the 2002 NFC Championship Game, on which he gained 78 yards. For ten points, remember this guy, a wide receiver who was a slot receiver for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers when they won Super Bowl XXXVII?

Answer: Joe Jurevicius

When commenting on his addiction to chewing straws, this guy said, “I know McDonald’s straws” and “Cheesecake Factory’s got the black straws, they’re kind of thick. That’s good quality straws.” This guy, along with Brian Grant and Lamar Odom, was traded from the Miami Heat to the Los Angeles Lakers in 2004 for Shaquille O’Neal. In the first round 2006 NBA Playoffs, this guy had 20 rebounds in Game 6 against the Cleveland Cavaliers, although his team ultimately lost. For ten points, remember this guy, nicknamed “Tough Juice” and part of the Washington Wizards’ “Big Three”, along with Antawn Jamison and Gilbert Arenas?

Answer: Caron Butler

As this guy was taking a private plane to a game, his pilot told him, “I don’t even know who you are, but I’ve carried hearts and lungs and never had this much clearance over airspace.” after his flight received clearance over Cleveland, New York, and received priority to land in front of a queue of 20 planes. This guy then changed into his uniform in the back of a car while he received a police escort to a stadium. Brian Cashman feigned interest in this guy to force Theo Epstein to trade Cla Meredith in addition to Josh Bard for this guy, which occurred after a game in which Tim Wakefield had four passed balls. For ten points, remember this guy, a backup catcher for the Red Sox?

Answer: Doug Mirabelli

After this guy’s NFL career, he “helped run a successful technology company that focuses on alleviating the crushing amount of paperwork that festers in our K-12 school system,” according to his campaign website. This guy
was elected to represent Ohio’s 16th Congressional District in 2018, and his campaign received significant
donations from Jimmy Haslam and Peyton Manning. This guy was named all Big Ten in his junior year at Ohio
State, and his NFL career was derailed due to multiple knee injuries. For ten points, remember this guy, a wide
receiver who was drafted in the first round by the Indianapolis Colts in 2007?
Answer: Anthony Gonzalez

As part of a promotion night, the Lansing Lugnuts gave away a bobblehead of this guy to the first 1,000 fans and
changed their name to the Mighty Wombats. This guy’s belly button is described as an “in-y”, not an “out-y”, and
his plate routine consists of digging into the dirt twice and patting it down, all with his right foot. This guy’s walk-up
music is a combination of a paso doble trumpet riff, an R&B bassline, and a flamenco guitar. A CBS Sports video
states “we first witnessed his reign over players like Pete Wheeler, Mikey Thomas, Kenny Kawaguchi, and Keisha
Phillips”. For ten points, remember this guy, the “secret weapon” in the Backyard Baseball computer game?
Answer: Pablo Sanchez